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ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT

This study purposed to reveal the relationship between students’ beliefs in the importance of self-questioning strategy and their cognitive ability in generating high order thinking questions in reader-text transaction. The study was conducted at the seventeen students of fifth semester who learnt Reading IV subject as the highest level of reading subject in English syllabus at English Department of Faculty Teacher Teaching Training and Education Widya Mandala Catholic University Surabaya.

The Study employed quantitative research to reveal a relationship, its strength and significance. Six-scales of Likert questionnaire was applied to examine students’ beliefs in the importance of self-questioning strategy, while students’ generated questions were focused on the productivity of high order thinking (HOT) questions in text-reader transaction before, during and after reading.

Positive and negative beliefs underlied the discussion point of view and Spearman correlation result notified that there was no statistically significant correlation among the students’ beliefs in the importance of self-questioning strategy and HOT questions productivity. However, the result of Cohen’ effect size calculation on mean difference and standard deviation revealed that the relationship contributed highly practical significance.

The author recommended that beliefs in the importance of self-questioning strategy were better to teach since beliefs controlled the activation of students’ metacognitive and cognitive system to attain knowledge. Continuous practice in generating HOT questions was also highly recommended to evoke students’ strategic and critical thinking in comprehending beyond reading.
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